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Outlet Stores & their 
Branding Strategies



Overview

Two Ohio outlet malls were audited over the course of two days in April, 2010: Prime Outlets of Jeffersonville and 
Premium Outlets of Cincinnati

• The first, Prime Outlets of Jeffersonville (hereafter called Jeffersonville), is an older mall. It had more stores than 
the newer mall. In general, the stores here had more of what might be called an outlet look and feel than was found 
in the second location. Merchandise was broken, sales attendants were generally self-absorbed, and stores were 
often messy, noisy, and unattractive.

• The second, Premium Outlets of Cincinnati (hereafter called Cincinnati), is a very new mall with a look and feel on 
par with some of the most upscale “regular price” malls in the country. Since it was new, it was obviously cleaner 
and tidier, but it was also service-rich. Customers were greeted upon entering most stores and offered assistance. 
When assistance was requested, these salespeople knew their stuff—what they had in stock, how individual 
garments fit, and what might go with what, for example. Walkways were covered, providing some protection from 
the elements and an overall feeling of an outdoor mall in a warm weather state. Interestingly, this mall is smack dab 
in the middle of a lot of downscale shopping, with a Saturday/Sunday establishment called “Trader’s World” and a 
steel pole barn called the “Flooring Junkyard.”

Prime Outlets of Jeffersonville Premium Outlets of Cincinnati



It’s all about the brand.
Outlet locations become part of a store’s image whether the brand stewards do so intentionally or 
not. 

To that end, many of stores audited did not attempt an outlet “strategy” at all. Often, their fixturing 
and merchandising was identical to their full-priced counterparts. In fact, in many cases, value 
pricing ranged from subtle to nonexistent.

At Jeffersonville for example, nearly every store was running 40% off sales, some up to 50% off. 
They signed them as sales, by the way, rather than as permanent clearance. This was 
communicated through generic, mall-generated signing rather than through individual names or 
logos. In addition, when you walked into the store, if you were greeted at all, it was with an 
announcement of the discount. Another recurring strategy was an additional percentage off of a 
percentage off. This was routinely 30-50%, except at Coach, where it was 20% off.

At Cincinnati, there was much more of an upscale mall feeling. Very few stores announced their 
outlet status. Those that did choose to call themselves a factory, outlet, or company store did so in 
an upscale way, with a designed logo rather than their regular logo with some words tacked on the 
end. In these cases, the brand clearly remained in possession of the image with, for instance, 
Coach and Coach Factory being two intelligently executed strategies from one major umbrella 
brand.
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Quick Study: Kate Spade Jeffersonville



Quick Study: Levis Outlet Store, Jeffersonville
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Brand logo and naming strategies settled into three main categories:

1. No differences

No differences between the outlet store and the chain’s “regular” stores. Examples: Polo Ralph Lauren, J. 
Crew, Kate Spade, adidas, Aeropostale, and Kenneth Cole. Communication as a discount location was 
accomplished through signing, in many cases through branded signing, and often not at all.

What’s in a name?



The same name and logo as in the chain’s “regular” stores, but with “outlet” or “factory store” 
tacked onto the end. Examples: Lane Bryant, Bath & Body Works, Solstice, Ann Taylor, and 
Gap.

What’s in a name?
Brand logo and naming strategies settled into three main categories:

1. No differences

2. Slapped on



A fresh branding strategy that is part of, but not subservient to, the master brand. Examples: 
Sax off 5th, Oakley Vault, Under Armour Factory House, Coldwater Creek’s The Incredible 
Outlet, and Levi’s Outlet.

What’s in a name?
Brand logo and naming strategies settled into three main categories:

1. No differences
2. Slapped on
3. Fresh-faced



Adidas | Adidas
Aeropostale | Aeropostale
Ann Taylor | Ann Taylor Factory Store
Banana Republic | Banana Republic Factory Store
Bass | Bass
Bath & Body Works | Bath & Body Works Outlet
BCBGMAXAZRIA | BCBGMAXAZRIA
Brooks Brothers | Brooks Brothers Factory Store
Calvin Klein | Calvin Klein (Marketing inside: “Fresh items weekly, outlet exclusives, 

overstocked & clearance items @ lowest possible prices”)
Coach | Coach Factory and also Coach Factory Store
Coldwater Creek | Coldwater Creek, The Incredible Outlet
Gap | Gap Outlet
Guess | Guess Factory Store
Hanes | L’eggs * Hanes * Bali * Playtex Factory Outlet (Jeff), Hanes Brands (Cinci)
Harry and David | Harry and David
J. Crew | J. Crew
Jockey | Jockey
Johnston & Murphy | Johnston & Murphy
Kate Spade | Kate Spade
Kenneth Cole | Kenneth Cole
Lane Bryant | Lane Bryant Outlet

Who’s named what?



Levis | Levis Outlet Store
Nike | Nike Factory Store
Nine West | Nine West
Oakley | Oakley Vault
Old Navy | Old Navy (outside), Old Navy Outlet (on marketing)
Pepperidge Farm | Pepperidge Farm
Polo Ralph Lauren | Polo Ralph Lauren
Pottery Barn | Pottery Barn Outlet
Skechers | Skechers
Tommy Hilfiger | Tommy Hilfiger
Totes | Totes Sunglass World (outlet stores only)
Under Armour | Under Armour Factory House
White House | Black Market | White House | Black Market
Samsonite | Samsonite (outside), Samsonite Factory Store (inside)
Sax Fifth Avenue | Sax Off 5th

Skechers | Skechers
Solstice Sunglass Boutique | Solstice Sunglass Outlet
The Kitchen Collection | The Kitchen Collection
Van Heusen | Van Heusen
Yankee Candle | Yankee Candle

Who’s named what?



What’s in store?
Another observation that bears mentioning is the apparent death of the theory that messy sales floors make 
people want to go digging for treasure. Retailers now seem to be thinking about loyal outlet customers who make 
repeat visits. You want to be able to rely on your favorite store, even your favorite outlet store, for consistent 
fashion messaging. 

The messy store is still here to stay, but it’s now more appropriately found in formats such as Odd Lots. It’s fun 
once in awhile, but chances are you’re not going to rely on it to reflect your wants and needs week-after-week, 
month-after-month.

To that end, this new breed of outlet store is obviously not stocked solely with unsold or returned merchandise. 
You’ll find fashion current to season and trend and a mix of price points from ultra low to super high. It’s interesting 
to note, however, that as we enter spring, most of the ultra low prices were for merchandise from cold weather 
months.

Fun! 

But all the time? 

No thanks.



What’s in sunglass stores?
Totes Sunglass World (both locations).  Stores of about 5,000 s.f. with most of the merchandise pegged on the 
walls. About 1/3 the store is in sunglasses. When asked for assistance, sales associate tried, but clearly did not 
know much about optics. Lower quality products.

Solstice Sunglass Factory. (Cincinnati) A small wall of sunglass from $39 (mainly A/X), but otherwise the store 
was full-priced.  Interestingly, carried full priced Oakleys, when there was an Oakley Vault at the mall that had 
some sale prices. 

Sunglass Hut. This store (Cincinnati) is 85 – 90% regular price. Again, the “sale” merchandise was a small 
section of glasses at $39 and up and again it was mainly A/X. All three of the other stores approached and offered 
service. Sunglass Hut did not.

Oakley Vault. This store (Cincinnati) was fully branded. The 
Oakley Vault is strictly an outlet store. A friendly sales associate 
revealed that this concept is expanding rapidly. There is a mix of 
sale and new merchandise. He said they routinely move 
merchandise that doesn’t sell out of places like Dick’s Sporting 
Goods and bring it into their Vaults in order to maintain the integrity 
of the brand. Places like Dick’s carry specialty lines of Oakleys, so 
they are not really directly competing with their store vendors. This 
store did offer value merchandise ($50-$80, not bad for Oakley’s), 
but also offered current season & custom made products. They 
were very proud of the value they offered the customers and were 
experienced Oakley associates who had also worked in full price 
stores. Oakley has clearly thought long and hard about their place 
in this market and decided that all Oakley customers are equal, 
regardless of the thickness of their wallets.

Oakley 
Vault



Random Observations

This is a gorgeous mall! 



Random Observations

Under Armour Cash Wrap maintains the 
integrity of the brand. 

Pepperidge Farm was very neat and tidy, with full 
shelves that looked as if no one shopped from 
them. They did not allow photography and did not 
offer samples. 



Random Observations

Left: Polo Jeffersonville. It had the Polo look and feel, but was promotional. At right is 
the store in Cincinnati. It was much bigger, signing was very understated, and prices 
were unremarkable. There was no mention of the outlet concept at either store, 
however, the store at Cincinnati had bags that said “Polo Ralph Lauren Outlet.”  



Random Observations

This is the Coach store at Jeffersonville. The 
store at Cincinnati had the same store 
format. It was, however, twice the size of the 
Jeffersonville store.  The merchandise was 
basically the same; there was just more of it. 
(And it was swamped.)



Random Observations
This is the Nike Store at 
Jeffersonville. The one at 
Cincinnati was nearly 
identical; just cleaner and 
with fresher merchandise 
and better displays. Both 
are anchors for their 
respective malls.



Random Observations

This window is the only 
overt nod Kenneth Cole 
gave to the outlet 
location of his Cincinnati 
store. Inside there were 
sale offers, but they were 
subtle and displayed in a 
highly sophisticated 
manner.



Random Observations
Left: Hanes at 

Cincinnati. The lower 
photo is of a sign that 
was in the food court. 
Below the logo on the 
sign you can see the 
word “Outlet.” Other 

than this, Hanes in 
Cincinnati did not use 

the word outlet.

Right: Hanes at 
Jeffersonville. They’ve 

definitely done some 
branding work since this 

store was opened. 



Random Observations

Gap windows in Cincinnati. 
Merchandise and layout of the 
store was the same—basically just 
like their regular mall stores. 



Random Observations

The Guess store was still under construction 
at Cincinnati. This is their barrier sign. The 
message on the bottom is soliciting 
applications.
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